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PURPOSE. Photoactivated cornea collagen cross-linking (CXL) increases corneal stiffness
by initiating formation of covalent bonds between stromal proteins. Because CXL depends
on diffusion to distribute the photoinitiator, a gradient of CXL efficiency with depth is
expected that may affect the degree of stromal collagen organization. We used second
harmonic generation (SHG) microscopy to investigate the differences in stromal collagen
organization in rabbit eyes after corneal CXL in vivo as a function of depth and time after
surgery.
METHODS. Rabbit corneas were treated in vivo with either riboflavin/UV radiation (UVX)
or Rose Bengal/green light (RGX) and evaluated 1 and 2 months after CXL. Collagen
fibers were imaged with a custom-built SHG scanning microscope through the central
cornea (350 μm depth, 225 × 225 μm en face images). The order coefficient (OC), a
metric for collagen organization, and total SHG signal were computed for each depth
and compared between treatments.
RESULTS. OC values of CXL-treated corneas were larger than untreated corneas by 27% and
20% after 1 month and 38% and 33% after 2 months for the RGX and UVX, respectively.
RGX OC values were larger than UVX OC values by 3% and 5% at 1 and 2 months. The
SHG signal was higher in CXL corneas than untreated corneas, both at 1 and 2 months
after surgery, by 18% and 26% and 1% and 10% for RGX and UVX, respectively.
CONCLUSIONS. Increased OC corresponded with increased collagen fiber organization in
CXL corneas. Changes in collagen organization parallel reported temporal changes in
cornea stiffness after CXL and also, surprisingly, are detected deeper in the stroma than
the regions stiffened by collagen cross-links.
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C

ollagen fibril organization is a key factor in determining the strength,1,2 stiffness,2,3 and transparency4 of the
cornea along with factors such as proteoglycans5 and hydration. Interweaving of collagen lamellae determines the stiffness of the different stromal layers1 and the resistance of
the cornea to swelling.6,7 Stress, on both the lamellae and
fiber layer, and strain can be determined by atomic force
microscopy8 and sheer loading,9 respectively. Thus, estimating the collagen ordering and interweaving across the different corneal layers provides important information for both
understanding the basic biomechanics of the cornea and the
changes induced by surgery or disease.
One treatment aimed at strengthening the cornea is
cross-linking (CXL). In photoactivated CXL, a photosensitizer is instilled in the cornea, which is then irradiated with
light. The subsequent photochemical reactions initiate the
formation of covalent bonds between collagen molecules or
between collagen and other macromolecules. An increase
in the corneal elastic modulus (by factors ranging from 1.6

to 10.7) immediately after CXL ex vivo has been demonstrated using several techniques to assess mechanical properties, including uniaxial stretching of corneal strips,10,11
atomic force microscopy,12 corneal or eye inflation,13,14 flap
extensiometry,15,16 corneal deformation imaging,17–19 elastography,20,21 and Brillouin microscopy,22 in rabbit, bovine,
porcine, canine, and human eyes. There are only a few
reports of in vivo CXL treatment in animal models, and
several reports of these show that corneal strengthening persists (and may even increase) months after treatment.16,23–25 Although most of the prior work relies on
macroscopic mechanical measurements, changes occur at
the fiber level and can be visualized microscopically on the
level of the lamellae. How the order of the collagen lamellae varies with depth in the cornea and how changes evolve
over time gives insights on the extent to which CXL affects
collagen fibers and their arrangement.
Second harmonic generation (SHG) is a type of multiphoton microscopy where two excitation photons interact
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with a non-centrosymmetric molecular structure to produce
one emission photon without a loss of energy. SHG has
been used to image collagen fibers in tumors,26 tendons,27,28
ovaries,28 skin,28 heart tissue,29 sclera,30 and cornea.31
Several techniques have been developed for analyzing the
resulting SHG collagen images, such as Fourier transform–
based analysis,32 Radon analysis,33 structure tensor,25 and
fiber angle analysis.2 Recently, we developed an order coefficient (OC) analysis method to quantify the lamellar order
of porcine corneas that were CXL ex vivo.31 The OC analysis allowed for automatic image analysis without the need
for user input or additional modifications to a standard laser
scanning microscope.
The purpose of this study was to determine the longterm effect of different CXL procedures on corneal collagen,
specifically the organization of collagen fibers through the
depth of the stroma. OC analysis of SHG images was used to
quantify the differences between two different CXL procedures (riboflavin-UV light [UVX] and Rose Bengal–Green
Light [RGX]) applied in vivo and analyzed 1 and 2 months
after CXL.

METHODS
Animal Model and CXL Treatments
Eyes were obtained from female adult albino New Zealand
rabbits weighing between 2.5 to 3.0 kg and housed in the
animal facilities at the University of Valladolid. The treatment protocols were approved by the Animal Ethics Committee at the University of Valladolid and complied with the
ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and
Vision Research. Twelve eyes from eight rabbits were studied after the following treatments: (1) de-epithelialization
only involving manual removal in an 8-mm diameter circle
demarcated by a trephine. Two eyes were measured 1 month
after CXL and two eyes measured at 2 months; (2) riboflavinUV CXL (UVX) following the Dresden protocol.34 A solution of 0.125% riboflavin-5-phosphate in 20% Dextran T500
(Farmacia Magistral, Madrid, Spain) was instilled on a deepithelialized cornea at a rate of 1 drop every 5 minutes for
30 minutes. After the initial 30 minutes, the cornea was irradiated with an IROC UVA lamp (370 nm, 3 mW/cm2 ; Institute for Refractive and Ophthalmic Surgery, Zurich, Switzerland) for 30 minutes with continued instilling of riboflavin
solution at one drop every 5 minutes. Two eyes measured
1 month after CXL and two eyes measured after 2 months;
and (3) RGX following the protocol developed by Cherfan
et al.35 A de-epithelialized eye was stained with 0.1% Rose
Bengal in phosphate-buffered saline solution for 2 minutes
and irradiated with a 532 nm laser (MGL-FN-532; Changchun
New Industries, Changchun, China) with an irradiance of
0.25 W/cm2 for 200 seconds. The cornea was restained for
30 seconds with the Rose Bengal solution and irradiated for
an additional 200 seconds. Corneas measured 1 month after
CXL came from rabbits where one eye was treated with a
CXL procedure, either UVX or RGX, and the contralateral
eye kept as a control. Corneas measured 2 months after CXL
came from rabbits that were bilaterally treated with both CXL
procedures. Control corneas were also obtained from rabbits
of the same age and weight for comparison with the 2month corneas. These rabbits were part of a larger study that
addressed changes in the corneal biomechanical properties
measured using air puff corneal deformation imaging23 after
the two different CXL modalities, as well as wound healing
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and histology with the RGX treatment.36 SGH measurements
were performed within 24 hours post mortem.

SHG Microscopy: Device, Imaging Protocols, and
Analysis
A custom-developed SHG microscope, described in an
earlier publication31 , was used for imaging. In brief, a Tisapphire pulsed laser source (Coherent MaiTai, 800 nm
central wavelength) was focused with a high numerical aperture objective and frequency doubled light (i.e., 400 nm) was
collected with a second high numerical aperture objective
in the forward direction and single-photon counted with a
photomultiplier tube.
En face images of central cornea collagen were taken in
four 112.5 μm × 112.5 μm (300 pixels × 300 pixels) quadrants, giving a total measurement area of 225 μm × 225 μm
(600 pixels × 600 pixels). Images were taken every 2 μm
along the optical axis through a 350 μm depth, giving 175
total images collected in each z-scan. Although the average
thickness of the New Zealand rabbit cornea was reported
to be 400 to 500 μm,37,38 analysis was limited to 350 μm
to compensate for small variations in sample depth and
because CXL effects are generally limited to the anterior
300 μm of the stroma.35,39 Full volume collection of a cornea
was obtained in 20 minutes.
The OC31 analysis was implemented to determine the
ordering of the collagen fibers in the rabbit cornea and
further refined for the purposes of the current study. In
short, the OC is the standard deviation of analysis points
selected from the Fourier transformed image of the collagen fibers, with highest energy points selected for analysis. A variation of OC analysis was used in this study with
the following modifications: (1) the analysis points of the
Fourier transformed image were weighted by frequency, (2)
the number of analysis points was set as the linear resolution
of the image, and (3) overlapping windows were used in the
analysis to avoid boundary artifacts. Overlapping windows
of equal angular width present an advantage over static
windows, because it is possible for bulk collagen orientation
to straddle the window boundaries in the static case. Analysis windows were set at an angular width of 7.5° with an
angular shift of 1.5° between adjacent windows. OC values
were normalized to have a range between 0 and 1, where
0 represents an even distribution of collagen angles across
all windows and 1 represents all the collagen fibers highly
linear, that is, without kinks or bends, and oriented in one
direction. The four quadrants of every image in the 225 μm ×
225 μm x 350 μm volume were analyzed separately, assigned
an OC, and then averaged.
Finally, the overall SHG signal at each depth was quantified by summing together all the individual pixel intensities of all four quadrants at every depth step. Average
SHG values were computed for both the entire depth of
the cornea and for the individual stromal sections divided
into anterior (0–125 μm), intermediate (125–250 μm), and
posterior stroma (250–350 μm). These section demarcations
closely match the depth dependency of keratocyte density
by stromal section.40

RESULTS
Qualitative Assessment of SHG Images
The corneas measured in this experiment still had a yellow
and rose tint in the UVX and RGX samples, respectively, both
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FIGURE 1. Representative SHG stromal collagen images from UVX,
RGX, and control eyes taken from the anterior, intermediate and
posterior sections of rabbit corneas 1-month after CXL. The anterior images were taken 60 μm below the anterior stromal surface,
intermediate images were taken 180 μm below the anterior stromal
surface, and posterior images were taken 300 μm below the anterior
stromal surface. Contrast and brightness have been adjusted in the
posterior control for easier viewing of the fibers. White bars in the
corners of the images represent a distance of 25 μm.

FIGURE 2. Representative SHG stromal collagen images from UVX,
RGX, and control eyes taken from the anterior, intermediate, and
posterior sections of rabbit corneas 2 months after CXL. The anterior images were taken 60 μm below the anterior stromal surface,
intermediate images were taken 180 μm below the anterior stromal
surface, and posterior images were taken 300 μm below the anterior
stromal surface. White bars in the corners of the images represent
a distance of 25 μm. Contrast and brightness were adjusted here to
aid the reader for viewing the fibers.

1 and 2 months after CXL. Figures 1 and 2 show representative images of stromal collagen from the different treatments 1 and 2 months after treatment. Initial images were
taken in all corneas near the anterior surface (0−20 μm),
except for the 1-month UVX corneas, and were characterized
by highly interwoven lamellae that are visualized as many
short, disordered fibers. Differences between the CXL and
control corneas become apparent in the range of approximately 20 to 125 μm, as fibers begin to collect into narrow
lamellae (width 10–20 μm, examples shown in left column
of Fig. 1). CXL lamellae found in these layers are still interwoven, but seemed to be more organized than the first 20 μm
of anterior stroma. The control eyes also had narrow lamellae, but they seemed to be shorter in length. Images from
the intermediate stroma (125−250 μm), especially from CXL
samples, show a broadening of lamellar width and a continued elongation of the collagen fibers. The strong linearity of the CXL fibers began to give way to wavy fibers at
approximately 170 μm below that anterior surface in both
CXL cases and nearly all strands were completely wavy by
250 μm. These qualitative milestones of waviness hold for
both the 1 and 2 months after CXL corneas and all treatment
types.

(P < 0.01) than the average control OC across the entire stromal depth. The OC values of the UVX cornea, modeled here
with a two-step function (high value 0.417, low value 0.307),
are also greater than the control cornea in the anterior and
intermediate layers, with the average UVX OC 20% larger (P
< 0.01) than the average control OC. In rabbits receiving
either RGX or UVX treatment (Fig. 3c) the average UVX OC
was 3% larger than the RGX value across the entire stromal
depth (averages significantly different 0.01 < P < 0.05). In
the 1-month UVX corneas, some lamellae suddenly stopped
or were blunted in recorded images of the intermediate
stroma, caused by lamellae slippage or fiber travel outside
the imaging plane, examples of which are seen in Figure 4.
Two Months After CXL. Six eyes were analyzed
2 months after CXL. As in the 1-month corneas, the average OC of the controls was consistently lower than in CXL
corneas by an average of 35.6% across the entire stroma
(P < 0.01; RGX 38.0% larger, P < 0.01; UVX 33.1% larger,
P < 0.01). Taken together, the average RGX OC of the two
Gaussian curves was higher than the average UVX OC values
by an average of 5.0% (P < 0.01). Taken separately, the average OC was not significantly different (P > 0.05) in the first
UVX/RGX pair (Fig. 5a), but was significantly 13% higher
(P < 0.01) for the RGX cornea in the second UVX/RGX
pair (Fig. 5b). Peaks of the CXL fits are located close to
125 μm below the anterior surface, with the average Gaussian peak location at 126 μm and 120 μm for RGX and
UVX corneas, respectively. From 1 month to 2 months after
treatment, the OC as a function of depth remained linear in
control corneas, and the differences in the absolute OCs are
negligible. However, in CXL corneas, the average OC

Comparison of OC Values After Different CXL
Treatments
One-Month After CXL. Figure 3 shows the OC values
vs depth of all 1-month CXL samples and controls. The
OC values of the RGX cornea are consistently higher than
the control cornea, with an average RGX OC 27% larger
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FIGURE 3. OC values of eyes from 1-month rabbits. (a) Contralateral pair of corneas with RGX treatment in one eye and other eye kept as
control. (b) Contralateral pair of corneas with UVX treatment in one eye and other eye kept as control. (c) UVX and RGX treated corneas
from different rabbits.

FIGURE 4. Collagen images from the deep anterior/intermediate UVX stroma. (a, b) From the 1-month samples. (c) From a 2-month sample.
The depths of the images are (a) 114 μm, (b) 158 μm, and (c) 140 μm below the anterior stromal surface. The 1-month UVX corneas have
some lamellae slippage in the intermediate stroma, highlighted with white asterisks, which introduced disorder into the lamellae images.
White bars represent a distance of 25 μm.

increased across the entire cornea by 9.5% (P < 0.01) and
by 7.7% (P < 0.01) in RGX and UVX treatments, respectively,
from 1 month to 2 months after treatment.

SHG Image Intensity
Figure 6 shows the average SHG signal generated per
image at 1 and 2 months after CXL. The SHG decreases
significantly with depth (by 52.6% in control corneas
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[P < 0.01] and 24.5% in CXL corneas on average [P < 0.01],
from anterior to posterior corneas), which is due to the scattering and attenuation of light inside the cornea. Although
in control corneas there were no significant differences at
1 and 2 months after CXL in any corneal section (P >
0.05), SHG signal was significantly higher at 2 months than
at 1 month after treatment in both CXL treatments and in
all corneal sections (by 11.3%/2.7% [P < 0.01, P < 0.01]
in the anterior, 8.1%/5.7% [P < 0.01, P < 0.01] in the
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FIGURE 5. OC values of eyes from 2-month rabbits. (a, b) Contralateral pair of corneas with RGX treatment in one eye and UVX treatment
in the other. (c) Two untreated corneas from different rabbits.

FIGURE 6. Average SHG by depth section, treatment, and month. (a) SHG signal from control corneas. (b) SHG signal from UVX corneas.
(c) SHG signal from RGX corneas.

intermediate and 9.5%/13.0% [P < 0.01, P < 0.01] in the
posterior for UVX/RGX, respectively). In general, the SHG
signal for RGX corneas was higher than for UVX (18% at 1
month [P < 0.01], 12.5% at 2 months [P < 0.01], total cornea
average), and higher than the control, except for the anterior section in the 1-month (15.5% at 1 month [P < 0.01],
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and 20.4% at 2 months [P < 0.01], total cornea average). The
SHG signal for UVX was significantly higher than the control
only in the posterior stroma (14.9% at 1 month [P < 0.01],
and 22.3% at 2 months [P < 0.01]) and the intermediate
stroma at 2 months (7.7% at 2 months [P < 0.01]). Otherwise, the average SHG signal of the UVX treated corneas was
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not significantly different (intermediate 1 month, anterior
2 month, P > 0.05) or lower than in control corneas (10.5%,
anterior at 1 month [P < 0.01]).

DISCUSSION
We have shown that quantitative SHG imaging and analysis of collagen fibers can provide a quantitative marker of
lamellae organization. In some aspects (in-depth variation in
virgin; temporal variations after CXL), collagen organization
correlates with collagen stiffening. Interestingly, increased
values of the OC, compared with controls, extended deeper
into the stroma than the regions previously shown to be
stiffened, that is, beyond the anterior and mid-stroma15,41
for UVX and the anterior stroma for RGX.35 In RGX, the
photosensitizer diffuses through the anterior 120 μm of the
stroma,35 and the riboflavin in UVX decreases from 0.1%
to 0.082% after 300 μm in rabbit models,42 which is the
recorded CXL depth of UVX in some studies.43 Sham controls
in which riboflavin was applied without UV-A irradiation
have demonstrated that riboflavin by itself does not significantly stiffen the stroma.22 In addition, the increased collagen organization and linearity detected by the OC were still
present 2 months after in vivo CXL. Our measurements also
show that the average SHG signal in the CXL corneas generally increased from the 1 month to 2 month mark.
The shape of the OC curve as a function of depth varied
between controls and CXL treatments. Control corneas
showed modestly decreasing OC values as a function of
depth, whereas after CXL two forms were observed, namely,
a Gaussian curve for UVX and RGX at 2 months and for
RGX at 1 month and a step function for UVX at 1 month,
as shown in Figures 3 and 5. In corneas still attached to the
ocular globe with IOP, the posterior stroma will be more
ordered than the anterior stroma in the sense that the direction of the collagen fibers will be more uniform in the posterior stroma.44 However, the measurements were done with
the cornea removed from the ocular globe, which introduces
kinks into the lamellae.45 The kinks introduce greater variation in fiber direction and decrease the value of the OC.
Based on previous reports of the depth distribution of stiffening,22 the most superficial region of the cornea (0–50 μm)
would be expected to experience the highest stiffening and
OC value. However, for UVX at 2 months and for RGX at
1 and 2 months, the OC values were greater at a depth of
around 100 to 120 μm (Figs. 3 and 5). This observation may
reflect that in the 0- to 50-μm region the collagen lamellae are the most interweaved46 and have a large variability
in fiber direction in both treated and untreated corneas,31
resulting in lower OC values. The anterior stromas of the
CXL corneas do not see changes in fiber direction, most
likely because the fibers are heavily interweaved and cannot
move to become more aligned. As the depth increases past
50 μm, the individual fibers begin to coalesce into wider
lamellae and lengthen (larger sections of the lamellae are
captured in a single image plane), eventually broadening
into lamellar sheets that, if perfectly straight, have a very
high OC. However, CXL efficacy is also depth dependent
because less photosensitizer reaches the posterior stroma
and fewer photons reach the posterior stroma.47 The peak
of the Gaussian shapes is the point where the increase
in OC from decreased interweaving and CXL-induced fiber
linearity is maximized. Below the peak of OC values, fiber
orientation becomes less uniform, although the OC never
decreases to control levels. The OC versus depth curve for
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the 1-month UVX corneas (Fig. 3) was an exception to the
Gaussian shape, which might be caused by stresses on the
lamellae from CXL, SHG measurement, or changes in hydration (Fig. 4b).
In measuring the average SHG signal in the cornea, the
amount of SHG recorded at each depth can be broken
down into three factors: (1) total amount of SHG produced
from the collagen fibers, (2) attenuation of the frequency
doubled light in the stroma, and (3) attenuation of the excitation light, that is, 800-nm pulses. In the case of total SHG
signal, the number of photons generated depends on the
ordering and density of the collagen fibers, with a more
ordered system producing more signal.48 The ordering of
collagen fibers is greater in CXL stromas owing to bonds
being formed between the collagen fibrils or between the
fibrils and the extracellular matrix.49 This finding is clearly
reflected in the average SHG measurements in the posterior and intermediate stroma, where the CXL stroma had a
higher SHG average than the corresponding control depth.
In the UVX corneas, the anterior stroma at both timepoints
and intermediate stroma in the first month did not produce
a significantly bigger average SHG than the control stroma
and even less in the first month UVX. A likely reason for the
lower signal in UVX is the non-zero one-photon absorption
value of riboflavin at 400 nm,50 which attenuates the total
SHG signal. The calculated attenuation immediately after
riboflavin installation, based on an average concentration of
3.79 mM and average path length of 175 μm, is approximately 44%. However, the true riboflavin concentration in
the UVX stromas at 1 and 2 months after treatment is most
likely lower than in the initial installation owing to transportation out of the cornea or by break down in the stroma.
Rose Bengal does not have a substantial absorption at 400
nm.51 Finally, attenuation of the excitation beam by collagen
scattering may also affect the amplitude of the recorded SHG
signal, with the photon penetration into the stroma following a ballistic model.52 The transmission of 800 nm light
through an undyed cornea with a thickness of 0.5 mm is
70% to 75%,53 although the transmission through CXL stroma
may be lower because the diameter of the fibers increases
after CXL.54 The one-photon absorbance of Rose Bengal and
riboflavin at 800 nm is negligible, whereas the two-photon
excitation of the dyes does not likely attenuate the excitation
photons strongly. The zones of higher SHG signal match the
OC analysis findings that greater organization is found in the
posterior stroma of CXL corneas than in controls.
Our study shows an increase in the OC parameter
with time after CXL. Interestingly, corneal biomechanical
measurements of rabbit eyes after in vivo CXL have shown
an increase in stiffness by a factor of 4.29 and 3.15, from
1 to 2 months after UVX and RGX, respectively.23,24 Our
results agree with these trends as shown by the increase in
the linearity of the collagen fibers between 1 and 2 months
for UVX corneas and the maintenance of increased linearity
for RGX corneas during this period. These time-dependent
effects in stromal remodeling may be attributable to CXLactivated stromal cells that produce cytokines and other
mediators as well as creating new collagen fibers.55 During
this period, the stroma is repopulated by keratocytes, replacing those lost owing to photosensitization,36,38 that may
contribute to the matrix reorganization.
Our results indicate that CXL affects stroma structure at
a depth deeper than the region in which stromal proteins
are cross-linked. Stromal stiffening after CXL has been localized to the regions of high photosensitizer concentration
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and light intensity by Brillouin microscopy,22,35 phase decorrelation optical coherence tomography,56 and stress–strain
measurements of anterior/posterior CXL separated by a
microkeratome.15 For UVX, this region extends to the mid
stroma in rabbit eyes and includes only the anterior stroma
for RGX. A possible explanation for the collagen fiber
changes in stromal regions in which cross-links are not
formed rests on a biological response to effects of photosensitization in the cross-linked region. Cells damaged by
photosensitization may secrete mediators that activate cells
throughout the stroma, a response called the bystander
effect.57 This effect provides a mechanism for a localized
damage site to affect distant sites in a tissue. Alternatively,
the effect could arise purely from structural grounds, with
the anterior collagen reorganization affecting the posterior
structure, particularly in excised corneas.
The study design involved a relatively small sample to
minimize the number of animals in the study. However, the
measurements are robust, because each individual eye was
measured at 175 different depths and each depth produced
four separate analysis quadrants. Each individual image
contains hundreds of collagen fibers that provide information on lamellae orientation and organization. Contralateral eyes were used to provide a more direct comparison
between CXL treated and untreated eyes, as well as between
different CXL treatments. The data collected are, therefore,
sufficient to give an accurate description of the effects of
CXL.
In summary, our results show that the impact of CXL in
the cornea seems to affect a greater volume of the stroma
than the volume where new bonds form, as seen from
both OC analysis and the measurement of SHG at different depths. Organization of the collagen fibers at the microscopic level and the uniformity of orientation are correlated to the efficacy of CXL and increase of corneal stiffness.
The findings of this study are in line with previous studies
on CXL, with CXL affecting more greatly the anterior than
the posterior stroma and the effects of CXL maintained or
increased in the months after the treatment.
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